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Highlights of Winter Carnival
Two of the highlights of the recent Outing Club Winter CarnivaLare shown above. On the left is the Carnival 
Queen and her court, left to right, Marge Hesse, Kitty Zinn, Queen Lois-Joan Marcou, Cynthia Gilbert, and Doro­
thy Wagner. On the right is the 23-foot prize-winning snow sculpture made by Phi Mu Delta, which won the con­
test for the ninth year. Chi Omega won the sorority title, and Schofield copped the women’s dorm cup.
(Staff Photo by Art Rose)
Bill Smith Benefit 
Dance Soon; Will 
Help in Polio Fight
The third annual Bill Smith Benefit 
Dance will be held at New Hampshire 
Hall on Friday, Feb. 29. As in previous 
years, all proceeds will go to the National 
Infantile Paralysis Fund.
Sponsored jointly by The New Hamp­
shire and the Musicians’ Transcription 
Fund, this event is held annually in honor 
of Bill Smith, a former student here and 
a member of Phi Mu Delta. He was 
stricken by polio in 1949, during his 
sophomore year. Bill Smith is now at 
Boynton Beach, Fla., combining efforts 
to regain his health with work in study­
ing radio. As an example of _ the re­
coveries which can be made with polio 
treatment, Bill is now able to walk with 
one crutch and drive a special car.
Refreshments will be under the charge 
of Barbara Hayes, Theta U and Aria 
Whittemore, Alpha Chi O ; Merle Egg- 
ert, ATO, will direct the auction sale; 
fund-raising will be under the direction 
of Merle Eggert and Bob Robinson, 
Alexander; Aria Whittemore will send 
the invitations and Earle Thomas, Aca­
cia, will head the poster committee. The 
music committee, under Ron Peterson, 
Phi Mu Delta, has engaged the Wild­
cats for the evening’s music.
The dance will start at 8 p.m., and 
will last until 11 p.m. 11:15 p.m. permis­
sion has been granted to all girls attend­
ing the dance. Admission will be free.
Your attendance and support of this 
worthwhile endeavor will constitute a 
tangible effort on your part towards the 
eradication of this dread disease, which 
can strike anyone —  even you.
Carnival a Success 
In Spite of No Snow
A snowless weekend faced the Uni­
versity of New Hampshire’s Outing 
Club as it prepared for its annual Winter 
Carnival. Outdoor activities were chang­
ed to indoor programs.
Lois-Joan Marcou was crowned Carni­
val Queen as planned on an ice throne 
on Notch Hill. This year’s queen, a 
sophomore from Berlin, was nominated 
by Fairchild Hall. The queen was chosen 
Monday by a board of newspaper editors 
and was’ attended at the Friday night 
Carnival Ball by a court consisting of 
Cynthia Gilbert of Deering; Margaret 
Hesse, of Queens Village, N. Y . ; Mar­
jorie Zinn, of Winchester, Mass.; and 
Dorothy Wagner, of Laconia. Over 250 
couples attended.
The coronation was followed by a 
“ Snow Brawl” dance held at the Uni­
versity Field House. Intramural basket­
ball at New Hampshire Hall, special 
movies at the Franklin Theatre, and the 
performance of Mask and Dagger’s 
“ Blithe Spirit” Saturday night were a 
part of the official activities planned.
A  varsity basketball game was sched­
uled for Friday afternoon in the Field 
House with Connecticut and Saturday 
with Bowdoin. Ski events were planned 
and some held in Putnam Hall due to 
the lack of snow. Garrison Hill in Dover 
was available for many skiers. Sunday 
the Outing Club’s trip to Gilford was 
more of a success because of the snow 
udiich favored the campus that day.
The lack of snow did not hinder the 
various housing units from creating 
snow sculptures. Prize winners were Phi 
Mu Delta for frat rnities, Chi O for 
sororities and Schofield for women’s 
dorms.
The Young Republicans’ Club to 
Present Paul Hoffman in Lecture
The Young Republican Club of UNH 
will be the sponsors of another of the 
outstanding political speakers appearing 
here in the near future. Paul G. H off­
man, a member of the Committee on 
Foreign Aid is tentatively scheduled to 
speak on March 5. The exact nature of 
Mr. Hoffman’s speech is not yet known 
but it is expected to deal with the Eisen­
hower for President movement, since 
Hoffman is being sponsored nationally by 
that group.
Mr. Hoffman, president of the_ Ford 
Foundation, attended the University of 
Chicago, the University of Rochester,
Administration Announces 
Pay Raise for Students
University o f  New Hampshire has 
announced a raise of ten cents an hour 
in its rates for part-time student labor.
Students on part-time jobs have been 
hired in tw o general classifications — 
skilled and unskilled —  with the for­
mer receiving 50 cents per hour, and 
the latter 45 cents.
Undfer the new salary scale unskilled 
labor will receive 55 cents, and skilled 
labor will receive 60 cents. The new 
rate became effective Feb. 1st.
by Jim Merritt
Valparaiso College, Dartmouth, Grinell, 
Kenyon College and the University of 
Southern California. In addition to this 
he has received honorary degrees from 
a number of other colleges. While presi­
dent of the Studebaker Corporation, Mr. 
Hoffman served as director of many or­
ganizations, among them being the Com­
mittee for Economic Development, the 
Automotive Safety Foundation, the En­
cyclopedia Britannica Corp. and the Fed­
eral Reserve Bank of Chicago. From 
1917 to 1919, he served as a first Lieu­
tenant in the Army. Recently he became 
president of the Ford Foundation for 
World Peace and has been very active 
in the-, “ Eisenhower for President” pro­
gram.
Mr. Hoffman is the second nationally 
known speaker to appear on campus this 
year. The first, Sen. Estes Kefauver of 
Tennessee, spoke Monday night at New 
Hampshire Hall in one o f  his first stops 
on a nationwide campaign for nomination 
for president. Harold Stassen, also a 
Presidential aspirant, is scheduled to 
speak here March 6.
The Young Republicans Club and the 
Young Democrats Club have been re­
organized and they are principally re­
sponsible for bringing these speakers to 
the campus.
UNH Concert Choir 
In Concert Tonight 
A t South Berwick
The University Concert Choir will ap­
pear in a concert at the South Berwick, 
Maine, First Parish Church today at 
8 p.m. They are being sponsored by the 
Men’s Club of South Berwick. A  full 
length concert is planned. Numbers will 
include pieces by Palestrina, Vittoria, 
Negro Spirituals, American Folk Songs, 
and operetta selections.
Soloists for the evening will include 
Patrice Gonyer, soprano, singing “A h ! 
fors e lui” from the opera “La Traviata” 
of Verdi and Paul Verrette, the ac­
companist of the Concert Choir, who 
will play “Rhapsody in C Major” by 
Dohnanyi. Miss Gonyer and Mr. Ver­
rette are both majors in music at the 
University.
The choir will also sing “ Night Time” 
a piece the words of which were written 
by Prof. Karl Bratton, the head of the 
music department and director of the 
Concert Choir. The music was written by 
Harry R. Wilson of Teachers College, 
Columbia University.
The 60 voice Concert Choir repre­
sents the finest talent in the University. 
The group has been heard from coast-to- 
coast over most of the major networks in 
programs of Christmas music and in 
various other programs. The choir has 
appeared with the Boston Pops Orches­
tra and_ was carried to foreign lands via 
the Voice of America last year. Their 
music was used in the sound track of 
the movies “ Lost Boundaries’ and “ The 
Whistle of Eaton Falls” both films made 
in the Durham area. The choir has also 
done several benefit programs throughout 
New England. Voices in the choir repre­
sent all the colleges of the University.
Tryouts For New Openings 
In Salamanders Next Week
The Salamanders, an active musical 
independent organization on campus, an­
nounces tryouts for positions in the group.
During the school year, the Salaman­
ders sing at various meetings, entertain­
ments, and other presentations all over 
campus. New members are needed to 
replace seniors who are current members 
of the organization.
Tryouts will be held in top tenor, 
second tenor, baritone, and bass. They 
will take place at Ballard Hall on Mon­
day, Feb. 25 at 7 :00 p.m.; Wednesday, 
Feb. 27 at 8:00 p.m.; and Thursday, Feb. 
28 at 7 :00 p.m. Previous experience is 
not a prerequisite to aspirants, but any 
such will be greatly appreciated. There 
will be four positions to be filled by new 
students.”
Official Notices
A ll students are responsible for knowledge 
o f notices appearing here.
UNH  Greets Kefauver 
With Grins and Cheers
B y Dan Ford
Lanky, soft-spoken Senator Estes Kefauver, a man w ho hopes 
to be the next president of the United States, last M onday evening 
carried his grass-roots campaign to the students of the University 
o f New Hampshire. The crim e-busting Tenneseean, the Dem ocratic 
party’ only avowed candidate for the nation’s highest post, came to 
Durham on the eighth day of his tour of the Granite State in prepara­
tion for the forthcom ing presidential primary.
Thirty minutes late because of the
snow-blocked roads, the senator dis­
carded his prepared speech and launched 
into a homespun talk that brought grins 
and cheers from his audience of 1200, 
one of the largest crowds ever to pack 
New Hampshire Hall.
The senator was against a “ hot” war. 
“ There are some who say that war is 
inevitable and talk irresponsibly of drop­
ping a few atomic bombs on Moscow and 
Peiping as a sovereign cure for all our 
troubles. Such monstrous irresponsibility 
plays directly into the hands of the 
Kremlin. Every statement of that kipd 
is worth ten divisions to Marshal Stalin, 
who knows well how to use it in his pro­
paganda against us among the worried 
peoples of the world . . .”
Mask and Dagger 
Announces Cast for 
New Play, Pygmalion
Professor Joseph D. Batchelder re­
cently announced the cast for Mask and 
Dagger’s forthcoming production of 
“ Pygmalion” , by George Bernard Shaw. 
The play will be produced four nights, 
Wed., March 26 through Sat., March 
29. As is customary, the play has been 
double-cast.
The students who will play each part 
on alternating nights are: Frank Gagli- 
uso and David Ladd, Prof. Higgins; 
Ann Hastings and Yvette Duffy, Liza 
Doolittle; Bob Skinner and Dave Hem­
ingway, Colonel Pickering; Gene La- 
Plante and Bruce Dick, Alfred Doolittle; 
Tom Rand and Dick Bouley, Freddy 
Eynsford-Hill; Marlene Lebow and Bar­
bara Schimpff, Mrs. Pearce; Nancy Mil­
ler and Audrey MacDougall, Mrs. 
Eynsford-Hill.
Marge Hesse and Adair Campbell, 
Clara Eynsford-Hill; Enid Hill and Lois- 
Joan Marcou, Mrs. Higgins; Joan De- 
Courcy and Roberta Espiere, Parlour- 
Maid; Richard Hinckley and Clarence 
Miirphv, Taxi-driver; Dave Strong and 
Art Macaulay, Sarcastic Bystander, 
Ashey Kostaras and Elias Georgopolous, 
Sympathetic Bystander; Ray Plante and 
Don Hamel, Young Man; Barbara Dun­
bar and Nicki Vargelis, Young Girl; 
David Palmer and Clark Miller, Older 
Man; Diane Tanzi and Shirley Rondow, 
Older Woman; and Annabel Gove, and 
Jane Povah, Book Holders.
Robin Bonneau and Joanne 






Results of investigation of basketball 
and skating on campus were reported 
at the last meeting of the Student Senate, 
held in the Organizations Room at Com­
mons Monday night. Travis Nutting, 
chairman of the Athletic Committee 
stated that New Hampshire Hall is not 
is occupied during the week and usually 
available to basketball players, since it 
reserved for weekends. The Field House 
is not available on weekends when it is 
not in use, since Mr. Lundholm thinks it 
inadvisable to hire faculty members to 
supervise.
The question of skating facilities on 
campus was also discussed, and it was 
pointed out that at present no skating 
areas are open to students. The hockey 
team uses the rink at Lewis Field, which 
(continued on page eight)
Arms Are Not Enough
The senator was for an expanding 
military program. “ . . . I believe we 
must build up our defenses as rapidly as 
possible to the point where they are 
adequate to deter agression upon the free 
world. . . .
“ But arms are not enough. W e should 
develop, I think, the creative and con­
structive aspects of our foreign policy. 
Our leadership of the free world should 
be economic, political, and moral as well 
as military. W e must do our utmost to 
push a democratic counter-offensive •— 
a political, economic, and moral counter­
offensive — against communism.”
War is not inevitable, said Kefauver, 
if only the United States will lead the 
way: “W e ought to assert ourselves
more, ought to have more confidence in 
our leadership, then I think the rest 
of the world will follow.” Our present 
foreign policy is heading in the right 
direction, and for that reason we should 
not change our administration with every 
election — presumably, just the executive 
in that administration.
Pirating of Industry
Switching from foreign policy to do­
mestic issues, the senator warmed the 
New Hampshire hearts of his audience 
with a blast at the “pirating of industry” 
which has robbed New England of many 
of its largest industries. Areas with a 
surplus of labor should be given govern­
ment contracts as an aid to development. 
New England, with its great water power 
potential should be given the opportunity 
to develop light industry for the benefit 
of the country as a whole as well as for 
tne benefit of New England.
Speaking of New Hampshire’s first-in- 
the-nation presidential primary, Kefauver 
said, “ I like the preferential primary . . . 
when we get into trouble it’s when we 
don’t take the people into our confidence 
. . . I think our candidates should be 
chosen by the people and not in smoke- 
filled rooms” .
Skill and Aplomb
One of the difficulties with American 
politics is that “ . . . the good citizen 
doesnt take enough part. The racketeers 
work at this business 365 days of the 
year . That is why I am glad to be 
here talking to young people — it is you 
who can change this situation.”
After concluding his speech to the 
sound of cheers and applause, the senator 
asked for questions from the floor. He 
got them. _ Speaking off-the-cuff on civil 
rights, Universal Military Training, Vati- 
can ambassadors, and the national debt 
with the skill and aplomb of the prac­
ticed statesman, Kefauver demonstrated 
the ability that sky-rocketed him to his 
position as head of the Senate Crime In­
vestigations Committee.
After the discussion, the Senator at­
tended a faculty open-house at Alpha Tau 
Omega.
The senator’s New Hampshire Hall 
speech was introduce by Dick Dunfey, 
president of the Young Democrats on 
campus, and by Dave Ladd, secretary of 
the Y.D. club.
Former Student Reservist 
Wins Air Medal in Korea
An Air Medal was recently awarded to 
2nd Lt. Remi F. Morin of Winooski, Vt., 
for participation in aerial flight in Korea, 
according to a recent dispatch from 
Korea. _ A  reservist, Morin was attending 
the University of New Hampshire when 
called to active duty in June 1950. He 
reached Korea last November.
Morin, whose wife, Mary Jane, lives at 
78 North Street, completed more than 20 
missions over enemy territory as an air 
observer for the 7th Division’s 31st Field 
Artillery Battalion.
Arnold Air Society Week New 
Project of Budding Organization
by Jay Mueller
A student may drop a course with­
out penalty by filing a properly ap­
proved drop card in the Recorders 
office before 4:30 on Monday, March .3.
The Arnold Air Society, one of two 
military organizations on campus, is 
completing its first year of activities. 
The UNH Chapter is called the Karl 
Pease Jr. Squadron in honor of former 
graduate of the University.
The chapter, an honorary society for 
Air Force ROTC juniors and seniors, 
was approved by National Headquarters 
and chartered on this campus on March 
14, 1951.
Although a comparatively new organi­
zation. it already has many plans. Its 
activities for the week were set off by 
the formal initiation of pledges at Pettee 
Hall last night. The men were welcomed 
into the society by Captain Nick Kali- 
polites, commanding officer of the group. 
All officers of the Air Force detachment 
were present and several speeches were 
.delivered.
Since the Arnold Air Society is a new 
organization, its officers did not feel that 
a complete week could be devoted to its 
activities. There are, however, two events 
scheduled for student participation.
On Thursday evening, Feb. 21, the 
showing of the film “Air Cadet” will be 
featured at the Franklin Theater. The 
plot of the movie ties in perfectly with 
the theme of Air Society week and should 
be well worth seeing. A  Universal-Inter­
national Production, the movie contains 
a good story and excellent photography.
Winding up the activities will be a 
truth or consequences quiz show to be 
held at Murkland Auditorium on Friday 
night, Feb. 22 at 8 p.m. This will be 
the first time such a show as this has 
ever been presented on campus. The ad­
mission will be 30 cents and a grand 
prize will be presented. This should 
prove to be a unique presentation and 
well-worth the price of admission.
The Arnold Air Society is a co-sponsor 
of the recently organized drill team. It 
takes an active part in many functions on 
campus and is definitely striving to ob­
tain a larger membership which will 
benefit the school, the military depart­
ment on campus, and the student himself.
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The Cat’s Meow bY R ichard B ouley
Latter-Day Reflections on a Blind 
Date at the Girls’ School Dance
One of the greatest dangers to manhood is the girl’s school 
dance. A llow  me to describe to you various incidents and accidents 
which usually occur when one of these mantraps is prepared.
It all started early one Saturday morning while the student is 
enjoying a quiet day at home. The phone rings and upon answering 
he finds that it is a girl with whom he has severed relationships a 
year or two ago. She goes to a small
girl’s college just outside the city limits 
She is desperate (as usual). It seems 
that the girls are holding a dance en­
titled “ Cupid Croup” or something simi- 
liar and they are in need of males. Ad­
mitting that he is of this category the 
poor soul condescends to go. Now comes 
the clincher. It seems that a friend of 
hers named Winifred Blunche is dateless. 
She is a charming girl, “ just loaded with 
personality and she likes to have a good 
time although at first she may seem shy.” 
At this the Goat is intelligent enough to 
recoil but he agrees to go to the dance 
and help out with the attendance.
Our next scene is the dance hall which 
is usually in the “ gym.” The decorations 
which ‘the decorations committee spent 
hours and hours on,” consist of thinly 
strung red and white tissue streamers 
and two large hearts peirced by what 
look like poison darts.
At the Dance
At the dance the hopeful youth is im­
mediately introduced to the girl that he 
was asked to escort. It is naturally 
assumed that he will be her perpetual 
guide for the evening. She is not going 
to be Miss Rheingold next year. As a 
matter of fact, she looks more like the 
can. And it is true that she is shy, 
perhaps a better word would be stupid. 
Now it is all right to be dumb but this 
little belle seems to be exceptionally 
gifted in it. Making conversation with 
her is like throwing marshallows at a 
mud puddle. Nothing bounces back and 
nothing sinks in.
The now Awakened Lad is being stared 
at by the chaperones and decides to ask 
her to dance still feeling that the eye­
ing can’t be completely wasted. It is. 
He says to her, “ My, you dance divine­
ly.” He thinks, “ I wonder if she ever 
shoveled coal?”
As soon as he can break away he 
bumps into The Old Flame. She insits 
that he dance with her. He insists that 
he doesn’t. She relents at last and offers 
to introduce him to a few other of the 
socialites. Her roommate is standing 
over under the basketball basket. Her 
head is looking out through the netting. 
“ Hum” mused the now frantic lad, “ I ’ll 
bet that on a clear day you can see her 
chin.”  He is not impressed and refuses 
her invitation to dance.
Mother Hen
The Mother Hen has not given up yet. 
She tries to introduce him to Carmel 
Blindersnappe. Carmel is not too bad 
looking but the Now Hardened Veteran 
cannot see spending an enjoyable_ eve­
ning giving his line first to her inter­
preter.
Over in the corner he suddenly sees 
salvation. It is a fifth; behind it is an 
Earlier-Arrived College Youth. He has 
fallen into the proper “ blind date” atti­
tude. He is blind. The evening is at 
last complete.
Brotherhood is religion. “ Thou shalt 
love thy neighbor as thyself. All 
things therefore whatsoever ye would 
wish that men should do unto you, 
even so do ye also unto them.”
* * * * *
Brotherhood is education. Beyond 
the development of skills and the ac­
quiring of knowledge,' we must learn 
the art of living together.
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res examined, prescriptions filled 
and
prompt service on repairs 
of all types.
Dr. Bixler of Colby 
Speaks Here March 2
Dr. J. Seelye Bixler, President of 
Colby College, will speak on Albert 
Schweitzer, Mar. 2, at 3 p.m. in the 
periodicals room of the library. Dr. 
Bixler is an acquaintance of Schwei­
tzer’s, having met him in Europe sev­
eral years ago. The meeting took place 
at the request of President Lowell of 
Harvard where Bixler was a member 
of -the faculty.
Albert Scheitzer is regarded as one 
of .the great men of the 20th century. 
He is perhaps most widely known for 
his work as a doctor and missionary 
among the natives of French Equa­
torial Africa. His experiences there 
have moved him to write several ex­
tremely important books on his phil­
osophy which may be best summed up 
as “ reverence for life.”
Besides his works on religion and 
philosophy, he is the author o f books 
on music and medicine,. Music was 
one of his early interests and his books 
on the organ are standard for the 
world’s organ builders.
At an age when most men are set­
tled down, Sweitzer resolved to give 
up his music and take up medicine. 
He felt that in this field he could be 
o f greater service to mankind and 
chose the Congo region of Africa as 
an area most in need of modern medi­
cine.
Dr. Bixler, who has been President 
of Colby since 1942, is well known in 
education circles and has received de­
grees from Amherst and Yale plus 
honorary degrees from Harvard, 
Union, Maine, and Brown. He is 
being presented here by the Friends 
of the Library, an organization devoted 
to the expansion and development of 
the library. The group is composed of 
both faculty and alumni, tw o faculty 
members being University Secretary 
Moss and Prof. Holden of the Govern­
ment Department. •
CA Mock Hearing
For their Feb. 25 meeting, the Christ­
ian Association plans to present a mock 
Congressional hearing on the subject of 
Universal Military Training. The meet­
ing will get underway at 7 p.m. in the 
Alumni room, New Hampshire Hall.
The program, arranged by a commit­
tee headed by Heinrich Thurm, will give 
students a chance to express their con­
victions concerning the bill which is to 
to come before the National Legislature 
next week. Student spokesmen will re­
present the Chamber of Commerce, The 
Farm Bureau, ROTC, The Grange, and 
various church groups.
The Committee directing this program 




A crowded agenda at the first Student 
Union Board meeting since final exams 
saw the meeting prolonged for some two 
and one half hours. Major items in the 
meeting included the acceptance of resig­
nations by Vic Barden as Chairman of 
Cultural Recreation and Ann Jones as 
Chairman of Publicity. Mary Lou 
Hutchinson, ’54, has replaced Vic, and 
Jean Coates ’54 is the new publicity 
Chairman.
A good part of the meeting was de­
voted to a complete discussion of Nite 
of Sin. A complete story giving all de­
tails wilj appear in next week’s issue of 
the paper, however, two important items 
to be mentioned concern talent tryouts 
and tickets. The first talent tryouts will 
be Thursday, Feb. 21, 7 :30 p.m. Main 
Hall at the Notch. If you have not 
signed up previously you may do so at 
this time.
Tickets for either night, March 7 or 
8, will be available to all students start­
ing Monday, Feb. 25, at the Union Office. 
Students must present their own I.D. 
cards to secure tickets. It was decided, 
following a lengthy discussion, that 
guests will not be accommodated for 
tickets until Monday March 3 if there 
are any tickets remaining at this time. 
Although the Union would like very much 
to be able to accommodate student’s 
guests the following feelings were ex­
pressed during the discussion. Inasmuch 
as Durham Notch Hall has a limited ca­
pacity due to fire laws it is not possible 
tc accommodate all students even with 
the program being presented two nights. 
Therefore students should be allowed 
first opportunity for the tickets. Watch 
for complete details of the program in 
next week’s paper.
A motion was introduced to give fifty 
dollars to the Dad Henderson Memorial 
Fund which was unanimously accepted. 
A vote of confidence was given to Harry 
Hemp in his effort to organize a campus 
NAACP.
Thursday night Dance Time will 
again be presented this semester at its 
usual time, 6 :30 p.m. The 6 :30 Sunday 
evening Classical Hour will also be regu­
lar weekly event this semester.
89 Flunk Out, 262
r i
On Pro at Sem. End
The committee on scholastic stand­
ing has announced that a total o f 89 
students, including 65 freshmen, have 
been required to withdraw at the end 
o f the first semester. This is a total 
rise of six, and an increase of 18 fresh­
men. It was also announced that the 
reason for the increase in freshmen 
who “ flunked out” was that several 
border-line cases were admitted this 
year because of the threatened de­
crease in enrollment.
The College of Agriculture had five 
freshmen who flunked out, an increase 
of two; the College of Liberal Arts, 
45, an increase of nine; the College of 
Technology, 15, an increase of seven. 
Other classes had a total of 25, a de­
crease o f 12.
The total number put on scholastic 
probation at the end of the first semes­
ter were 262, an increase of 42.
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Newman Club to Sponsor Talk 
By the Bishop of Worcester
By Joan Westling
A t Durham N otch Hall on March 3, the U N H  Newman Club 
will sponsor a lecture by The M ost Reverend John J. W right D.D., 
Bishop of W orcester, who will speak on “ The A ge of Fear.”
Bishop W right, who has recently reached “ a climax of achieve­
ment in secular and ecclesiastical circles” , was proclaimed the first 
Bishop of W orcester on March 7, 1950. H e will be speaking here 
on the second anniversary of his installation by Archbishop Cushing
as head of a newly erected diocese in 
Central Massachusetts. He is only 42 
years old and yet is assuming often fall 
upon men much older than he.
The Bishop is himself a product of 
Central Massachusetts having been born 
in the Dorcester section of Boston and 
educated at Boston College and St. 
John’s Seminary. It was at B.C. that 
excellent knack for debating was dis­
covered and he was awarded the annual 
Fulton medal for oratory. From his 
youth he made many friendships with 
Jesuit priests and later with highest 
honor he came to graduate from the most 
advanced Jesuit institution in the world, 
the Gregorian University in Rome. Here 
he was particularly impressed with the 
diversity of languages, the religious char­
acter of the city, and the help he could 
give the sick and needy. His grades were 
high, and his general contributions to 
the honor of the American College made 
him ready for the position of deacon.- 
of Pope Pius X I and at the election of 
In 1939 he was present at the funeral 
his successor, Pius XI. Shortly after 
he returned to the U.S. and took on a 
teaching position at St. John’s. From 
there his elevation to the hierarchy was 
rapid, but it made little change in his 
routine except to add to it the duties 
that come with a position of such great 
responsibility. Bishop Wright is re­
nowned the world over for his elo­
quence and remarkably diversified learn­
ing.
The talk will take place at 7 :30 p.m. 




The carillon proposed by the backers 
of the Dad Henderson Memorial Fund 
has been assured, according to Francis 
E. Robinson, former director of Public 
Affairs. Over $5000 has been collected, 
with contributions from students sup­
plemented by those from more than 
530 alumni. The amount collected has 
definitely made it possible for the pur­
chasing o f this electric carillon, the 
first of its particular kind in the United 
States. Money from students and 
alumni is still pouring in, in remem­
brance of this beloved registrar of the 
University.
Funds in excess o f the cost of the 
carillon will be used for scholarships, 
since Dad Henderson was particularly 
interested in helping worthy students 
low in finances.
The carillon, having 64 bells, 32 
notes and 3 octaves, will be installed 
in the tower of T-H all in time for 
Ben Thompson Day, April 22. That 
week is particularly prominent in the 
University’s history. The bill that 
made the New Hampshire State Col­
lege of Agriculture the University of 
New Hampshire was signed on Ben 
Thopipson Day, and last year Presi­
dent Chandler was inaugurated that 
same week.
The carillon was suggested as an 
appropriate memorial to Dad Hender­
son because after having heard a caril­
lon on another college campus, he re­
marked that it would be nice if UNH  
had one. Mrs. Henderson relayed this 
after her husband’s death.
The carillon, to  be installed in the 
tower of T-Hall, will not replace the 
traditional bells that will continue to 
ring every hour. T o  ring at least once 
a day, the carillon will be played under 
the music department’s direction, 
qualified students being permitted to 
play the carillon.
Dad Henderson was a member of 
the University staff for 34 years and 
as registrar he furthered scholarships 
for needy students. Coming at the
request o f  President Fairchild, Dad 
served under seven presidents and dur­
ing that time he became well-known 
personally to many of the students. 
He retired in 1938 but served as regis­
trar emeritus until his death in the 
summer of 1951.
Subscribe to The New Hampshire
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Inter - Fraternity Council
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with Dave Cunniff
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fifteenth century, established himself in the city of London as a 
merchant of vinegar. Poor, but stubborn and frugal, he began by 
renting a loft in an attic for his storeroom, and succeeded, by the 
time of his death, in buying a small store in the London commercial 
district. This small store, one of a hundred similar small rooms de­
voted to buying, selling, and bartering in the same district, had noth­
ing in particular to recommend it to its
customers. And so the founder’s son,_ an 
enterprising lad who had been spoiled 
almost not at all by the city life, and 
who, while not as poor as his father had 
been, was just as stubborn and frugal, 
decided upon a new venture: advertising.
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Letters to the Editor
A  Few Considerations
T o the Editor:
Here are a few considerations and 
suggestions which are the results of 




The present advisory system needs 
extensive revision. The advisor should 
be from the same department as the 
student he advises. This can’t be over- 
stressed. No advisor should be over­
burdened to such extent that he cannot 
handle his responsibilities, (i.e. one ad­
visor per thirty students). An effort 
should be made when employing in­
structors at the Universiy to discern 
whether t'heir qualifications are com ­
mensurate with an advisory capacity.
All advisors should be obligated to 
initially attend a training program and 
then, upon assuming their roles as an 
advisor, they should continually sup­
plement this knowledge. It should not 
be the full responsibility o f the student 
to see his advisor. The advisor should 
take the initial step in order to break 
down the psychological barrier which 
is now so predominant in student-fac- 
ulty relations. Mandatory meetings of 
students and advisor should be held 
every month of at least a half hour 
duration. The advisor should attempt 
to inspire enough confidence in the 
student whereby he will encourage the 
student to discuss his personal as well 
as academic problems.
Regarding the advisor training peri­
od, the advisor should be taught to 
recognize situations and problems 
(continued on page seven)
Commendable .
Last week’s announcement that the Inter- 
Fraternity Council decided to attempt second 
semester rushing is gratifying for the fraterni­
ties, administration, and freshmen men.
It should be better for the fraternities be­
cause now they will be able to know their pro­
spective pledges, their qualifications and handi­
caps, and in this way get the cream of the crop. 
The administration should be thankful for this 
new plan should reduce the number of fresh­
men w h o 'flu n k  out and, secondly, by having 
freshmen men solely devoted to their dorm i­
tories for a longer period of time, it should pro­
mote University spirit. Freshmen men can now 
get a better chance to make a" more careful re­
view  of fraternities and find out what fraternity 
they would prefer to join.
. . . Progress, But . . .
This action by the IFC is good. But be­
fore the year is out, and shortly after the new 
members take over, there is much to be done, 
especially in two major fields —  discrimination 
and “ Greek W eek ” , which is more com m only 
called “ Hell W eek.”
One person recently remarked that the dis­
crimination emphasis was dying out since the 
Student Senate voted down W in  R ow e’s amend­
ment to do away with discrimination because of 
race, color, religion or national origin by 1956. 
Another camp says that this is untrue and there 
is a surprisingly large amount of interest shown 
in the problem. A t any rate, the topic of dis­
crimination must be kept in the public eye if 
anything is to be done about the situation which 
some people say does not exist here. H owever, 
wherever there is conflict between groups of 
people there is discrimination.
Room For
The other major problem to be considered 
is Hell W eek Activities which, in the past, have 
been questionable. The business of physical haz­
ing to such an extent that it scares, physically 
injures, or causes considerable inconvenience, 
definitely be reduced. It is reported that the 
administration may be cracking down on such 
practices.
This is where the Council can com e into its 
own and really prove itself as the governing 
body of the 14 fraternities on campus. A t many 
other colleges and universities, a program of 
Help W eek instead of Hell W eek has been in­
stituted and has met with great success. Here 
at U N H  there is certainly plenty that the pledges 
could do. An example of this would be to build 
the long-awaited steps from Notch Hall to East- 
W est Halls and certainly in the com munity there 
are other such projects.
. . . Improvement
H owever, it is regretable that a local mer­
chant, when asked about such com munity pro­
jects, gave an impression that the plan would 
not work and that, in general, fraternities were 
no good. This plan has not been given a chance 
here and therefore such a statement should not 
be made.
It appears as if the IFC  can do no harm by 
putting this Help W eek plan into use and it 
would certainly help to promote a better re­
lationship between the fraternities and the ad­
ministration and also between the fraternities 
and the townspeople who have been somewhat 
resentful in recent weeks because of several acts 
allegedly caused by fraternity men.
Soon a sign appeared above the door 
of the vinegar store. It read, in ele­
gant but solid lettering, “Ye Goodde 
Vinegar Shoppe.” A simple procedure? 
Yes, but in the adbertising game, a revo­
lution. Apparently it worked, too, be­
cause by the time the man who’d hung 
up the sign died, he was quite rich, in 
spite of taxation by the church and crown, 
and was faced with the competition oT alT 
the other shops who had advertised their 
wares in somewhat the same way.
TH IS M AN ’S SON, an enterpris­
ing lad also, found that, in order to 
make more money, he would have to 
out-do his huckster cousins. Thereafter, 
with the aid of a connection of his in 
court, a new sign soon embellished the 
rapidly growing vinegar shop: “ Her
Majesty’s Vinegary.” Business boomed. 
Every title-seeking merchant patronized 
■the place. Every nobleman seeking pref­
erence bought his vinegar from the 
Queen’s favorite vinegar-man. The court 
bought its vinegar from him. It is said 
(continued on page six)
Winter Carnival
Some Queries . . .
It is a redoubtable journalistic habit of The 
New Hampshire to cast an eye in these columns 
at the W inter Carnival. The habit is likely to 
go on. The follow ing is this year’s opinion. T o  
be witty w e’ ll mention the snow ; to be com ple­
mentary w e’ll discuss the method of queen se­
lection ; to be quizical w e’ll ask about the Carni­
val poster; to be nasty we’ll see about a dollar 
band for $4.20. The gaps will be filled with 
whatever comes to mind.
Beyond a doubt, snow is nice to have 
around when a winter carnival is in progress —  
it’s too bad it arrived in time to be a pain in 
the neck instead of proper scenery, but then 
Mark Twain has said everything on that score 
to be said. Perhaps next year the Carny Com­
mittee can provide housing units with trucks so 
we can all go some sixty-five miles North to 
get virgin snow for snow sculpture.
. . . Before . . .
The three-judge method of queen selection 
we liked. W e also are of the opinion that they 
made a good  selection. Faction-backing is on the 
way out, we hope, even if, as one of the 22 can­
didates mentioned, the girls felt like they were 
at a horse show. The editors promise to be at 
any such “ horse show ” anytime they are in­
vited.
The less true-blue among the editorial staff 
were considering running a contest recently ■— 
just after the annual ‘ finishing touches”  pic of 
the poster com petition winner ran. Called off for 
lack of space, we were going to a sk : W hat is 
it? Abstract art is fine, but an explanatory para- 
graphy at the bottom  of the poster would have 
been appreciated. (Investigation discovered it 
was a polar bear under a stocking cap).
W hile there may be a certain charm about 
spontanious and unrehearsed shows, we usually 
expect a veteran showman to be in the act 
somewhere to maintain some degree of sanity 
and continuity. W hile Mr. Hadley does all right 
in the field of sports, we think a little more in­
formation should have been fed to the T V  par­
ticipants before they appeared before the cam­
eras. “ I don’t know,” or, “ I ’m not sure,” seemed 
to be the best some could muster for Bum p’s 
ha-ha method of interview.
. .') . The House
The main social event of this winter-locked 
campus is the past weekend. Everything about 
it is associated with the American theme of b ig­
ness. People look forward to it; a lot of stu­
dent money is poured into the event. Dates are 
brought on campus, D ad’s car is borrowed, and 
sleep is all but forgotten. The biggest spot in 
this rosy sea generally is the Ball itself. There 
were under three hundred couples at the dance 
this year. W e  have heard more than* o n ce : 
“ Four-tw enty for Ted H erbert! M y Gawd! I 
saw him in Manchester for a b u ck !”
Cheers to the musical ears of Outing C lu b !
and gone into action with an enthusiastic dis­
play of political fireworks that is exploding the 
whole campus. R ising to the occasion of New 
Hampshire’s first presidential primary, the Y oung 
Dem ocrat and Y oung Republican Clubs went 
into respective huddles to add their support to 
the excitement grow ing throughout the state.
Students and faculty have already heard 
Senator Estes Kefauver deliver an important 
speech this week. Representing an opportunity 
for current events education that few college 
students receive, the program was well attended. 
N ow  tw o more eminent speakers are com ing to 
Durham, continuing the wave of before-primary 
interest in national affairs. Scheduled for March 
5 and 6 respectively are Paul Hoffman, former 
director of the Marshall Plan program in Eu­
rope and leading Republican figure, and Harold 
Stassen, presidential nominee hopeful from W is­
consin.
. . . and Stassen
Many who do not realize the importance of
present day political leaders need only glance 
through history to see the impact of statesman­
ship on the world. N o one can afford to remain 
ignorant of the fast-m oving political situations 
this year, and with the ideal developments of
the past few weeks in Durham students here
now have the chance of witnessing first hand 
living history.
THE ONE SURE WAY
Your Big Chance
Kefauver, Hoffman . .
A fter several years of hiberation, tw o stu­
dent organizations have suddenly reorganized
B R O T H E R H O O D  W E E K  
Sponsored by The National Conference of Christians and Jews.
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Sweet’s Varsity Edged 
By Maine; Frosh Lose
by Jay Mueller
surged ahead, winning the pole vault
Cat Skiers Take 
Third at Williams
Ed Blood’s skiers treked to William- 
itown, Mass., for the annual Williams 
Carnival, Feb., 15 and 16. The meet 
was won by Middlebury, followed, by 
Dartmouth and then New Hampshire. 
Rounding out the 7 'team field were 
Bowdoin, Amherst, Yale and Williams.
Starting with the slalom we find that 
Bob Lilljedahl copped 9th spot with 
Sickels, H oos and Voutour nailing 
down the 13th, 16th and 21st spots. 
On the same day the downhill was 
held, and again the top spot the Cats 
could garner was a 9th by Dick Snow. 
Bob Lilljedahl followed close behind 
with a 10th, and Bernie Brown was 
,15t:h and Pete Sickels, 19th, completed 
the New Hampshire scoring.
On Sat., the cross-country saw New 
Hampshire once again show its strength 
in this event. Lilljedahl grabbed 3rd 
spot and then came Dick Snow in 9th, 
Bob H oos in 7th and Bill Manson in 
15th.
Jumping was the final event of the 
meet, and it saw Roland Voutour ex­
hibit his best performance this year. 
He placed 2nd behind Dick Ireland 
and ahead of jumpers like Charlie 
Tremblay, winner in the jumping at 
Dartmouth. Bob H oos corralled a 7th, 
Brown a 14th and Dick Snow an 
18th to wind up the scoring and the 
meet. As evidenced in this meet as 
well as the others, the showing of Bob 
Lilljedahl has helped Ed Blood’s forces 
tremendously. Bob’s remarkable im­
provement over last year has helped 
greatly to fiill the gap left by Jack 
Armstrong.
Theta Kapp Bests 
Kappa Sig  in Playoff
A long side the name of each team 
is given the number of points achieved 
by that team from Intramural Basket­
ball toward the All-Point Trophy.
The point system is based on the 
following:
a. 1 point for each team entered in 
league competition (one game mini 
mum must be played)
b. 1 point for each victory in league 
competition
c. 5 points for tournament cham­
pionship
d. 3 points for 2nd place in the 
tournament
e. 1 point for 3rd place in the tourna­
ment
f. No additional points toward the 
All-Point Trophy are given for win­





Theta Kappa Phi 11
Englehardt 5 SAE 4
W ent. Acres 4 TKE 4
Acacia 3 Hunter 3
Alexander 2 East-West 2





PMD 5 Lambda Chi 5
Hetzel 4 ATO 5
Eaculty , 3 Commons 3
AG R 2 P K A 2
Theta Chi 1 Sigma Beta 1
Final Standings: 1st Place, Theta
Kappa Phi —  11 points; 2nd Place, 
Kappa Sigma —  9 points; 3rd Place, 
Gibbs Dormitory —  7 points.
(continued on page eight)
On Feb. 16, the University of Maine 
edgd out U N H  at Orono, by the score 
of 63 H to 62 H in one of the closest 
track battles o f the current winter 
season.
Although not winning the meet, the 
individual team members established 
records in the various events which 
surpassed previous marks set earlier 
in the season. This shows the endur­
ance of the team as a group, and the 
zest to better itself in competition 
rather than letting down when faced 
with defeat.
A1 in all, the meet was an exciting 
one, and the narrow margin between 
scores sums up the action and the type 
of exhibition put on on the part of 
both teams.
While the varsity was in action at 
Maine, the freshman track team 
travelled to Phillips Exeter Academy 
where they were defeated by the score 
of 56 and one-sixth to 24 and five- 
sixths.
Exeter, defeating the U N H  frosh 
tracks’ters for the second year in a row, 
was only able to get the meet in hand 
by copping the closing events. Although 
running close at the start, the fresh­
men could not cope with the academy 
boys in turning the meet into a New 
Hampshire win.
In the 45-yard hurdles, Monte D ow l­
ing won for Exeter, but John Dear- 
bon and Milt Kirste placed second 
and third, respectively for New Hamp­
shire. In the 40-yard dash, Cameron 
o f UNH  came in first, Jim Edgar of 
Exeter, second, and Connolly, also 
running for the freshmen, third. The 
1000-yard run was won by Crandall of 
New Hampshire with Perkins and 
Gray of the academy finishing second 
and third.
The compilation of points by the 
frosih at this stage made the prospects 
of victory probable. Then Exeter
and shot put events, and piling up 
15% points by winning the 300 and 
600 yard runs. This rampage o f scor­
ing pushed New Hampshire out o f  
the running and placed Exeter in the 
victory spot.
The exhibition by both teams show­
ed an acute desire to win, and although 
going down in defeat, New Hampshire 
was not outclassed.
The next varsity meet will be at 
the University o f Massachusetts to­
morrow. It is the first time within 
several years, that these two teams, 
have met in track competition, 
(continued on page five)
Women Riflers Lose 
First Match of Season
Five wins and one loss is the score 
of the W om en’s Rifle Team as o f Feb. 
9. Drexel Institute fired a 498 to top 
the Women’s Riflers 488, thus provid­
ing the only loss for the UNH team. 
Colleges which the W om en have de­
feated include Cortland State Teachers 
College, George Washington Univer­
sity, University o f Georgia, University 
of Pennsylvania, and North Dakota. 
The three top scorers on the team, 
determined by match averages, are 
Betty Robinson, Nancy Hall and Ann 
Merrow.
On Monday evening, Feb. 25, at 7 
o ’clock, the W om en’s Rifle Team will 
fire against the Piscataqua Junior Rifle 
Club at the University Rifle range.
During the remainder of the quarter 
the team will compete in thirteen more 
matches and will fire on several N R A  
targets to  determine the national rat­
ing of the team and the rating o f  
the individual members.
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NH Sextet Loses Two; 
Suffolk Here Tomorrow
By Bob Farrar
W ith  graduation and probation causing a complete shakeup of 
the W ildcat lineup New Hampshire had some rough going over the 
past week. Leading off with a return game with M IT  here in Dur­
ham the W ildcats nosed out a determined tech team 5-3. Next the 
W ildcats journeyed to Colby who they had beaten earlier in the 
season 6-2. This time, however, the Mules turned the tables on the 
W ildcats winning 6-3. New Hampshire then lost a heartbreaking 
battle with Bowdoin by a score of 2-1. The most glaring weakness 
shown by the W ildcats was their lack of scoring punch which Coach 
Pepper Martin hopes will be corrected after the newly reorganized 
first and second lines get a chance to work together.
Bilafer Scores of UNH
Against M IT the Wildcats got off to 
a ragged start until frosh wingman Paul 
Bilafer scored after ten minutes of play.
M IT ’s center Jack Turgella scored one 
minute later, unassisted, and repeated at
struggle by a 2-1 count. Paul Bilafer 
kept up his impressive scoring record by 
canning an unassisted goal five minutes 
after the beginning of play. Bowdoin 
came back with Rice scoring on an assist
Begins at 
M C IN T O SH  COLLEGE 
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Bob Christy
from Rogerson to tie the count. At the 
close of the period Bowdoin took a perm­
anent lead on an unassisted score by the 
same Rogerson.
With three games remaining on the 
schedule, the Wildcats have compiled a 
record of five wins against four defeats. 
The team travels to Norwich next, hop­
ing to avenge a 2-1 win the Horsemen 
posted here earlier in the year. On the 
following day Suffolk University comes 
to Durham for the second game of the 
home-and-home series. The final game 
of the year will be a previously cancelled 
match with American International Col­
lege on the Durham ice.
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Pete Swanson
the close of the first period to make the 
score M IT 2, New Hampshire 1. The 
Wildcats got rolling in the second period 
with Bilafter scoring again on an assist 
from Pere Swanson. Mid-way in the 
second period Bob Christy scored on an 
assist from Pete Swanson. Bill Payson 
scored the final goal of the period^ with 
Swanson contributing his third assist of 
the period. In the last stanza M IT was 
unable to drive the puck home, but 
Swanson continued to skate on golden 
blades as he scored the final goal of the 
game; and the score rested at New Hamp­
shire 5, M IT 3.
The Cats next met the Colby Mules_ at 
Waterville. Colby unleashed a terrific 
first period attack that kept the Martins 
canned behind their own blue line. Arm­
strong of the home forces scored after 
the first minute of play, closely fol­
lowed by star center Bill Lamprey, who 
scored twice in three minutes. Rudd of 
Colby finished up the first period scor­
ing, on an assist from Dick Beatty.
In the second period neither team was 
able to start any scoring threat until 
Gil Bray pumped home the first New 
Hampshire goal at the 18 minute mark. 
Colby held a 4-1 advantage at this point.
The Mules roared back in the final 
period of play. Fannin scored two goals, 
assisted by Reed. At the 13 minute 
mark, Paul Bilafer scored unassisted for 
the Cats after scooting the full length 
of the ice. Just before the final whistle 
frosh wingman Bill Johnston scored on 
an assist from Bilafer to make the final 
score Colby 6, New Hampshire 3.
Bowdoin on Top
The Martins journeyed to Brunswick, 
Maine last Saturday, and lost a bitter
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Freshman Billy Pappas of Man­
chester, whose jump shot and drive 
put him on the first team this semester.
This fast-becoming hoop-happy cam­
pus literally stood on its head Tuesday 
night, as nearly 2000 fans shrieked and 
sweated through the finest basketball 
game seen here in years, as Dale Hall’s 
take-em-on, treat-em-rough Wildcats 
submerged Red Haire’s Rhode Island 
Rams, 66-60. The Cats had to fight 
for their lives at the win-dup, as Rhody, 
in traditional fashion, did everything 
thinkable to pull the game out. New 
Hampshire walked off with the gold, 
though, for the first Wildcat win over 
Rhode Island since 1936. The Dur- 
hamites won then, 43-42.
Cats Grab Lead
The Rams pulled out front early in 
the first period 11-6, as they hit with 
accuracy from the foul line. The Cats 
pulled back to take a 16-13 lead, and 
with George Ford pacing them, re­
mained on top at the quarter,s end, 
20-16.
The fouls flew thick and fast in the 
second period, as Ford, Parker, and 
Johnson all gathered three or more. 
Parker and Johnson were benched late 
in the period, for later use. Sonny 
Kelly, Jim Hodgdon, Fred Hale, John 
Bagonzi and Jere Lakeman were the 
saibs that filled in admirably.
Ram fur really flew in this second 
quarter, as four freshmen and a junior 
made big-time Rhody look silly. Pap­
pas, Parker, and Johnson all hit suc­
cessfully, and the field house roof near­
ly blew off When the Halls called a 
time-out when they were 10 point to 
(continued on page eight)
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- -  byCat tales” Tom Kirkbride
Perhaps the most interesting but not highly 
publicized part of New Hampshire athletics this 
winter was the inter-collegiate com petitive pro­
gram arranged for the 97 members of the Applied 
Farming School. For the first time in its history, 
the School was represented by a basketball team, 
which over a three-month period won six games
while losing two. Much of the credit for the team’s
formation should go  to the players themselves, for 
it was they who instigated the idea.
Because the Farm ing School course is of two 
year’s duration, the students are not eligible to compete on Uni­
versity varsity or freshman teams. The boys accepted this fact, but 
at the same time felt that if they were students of higher education, 
that they should be allowed to com pete with many of the agricultural 
schools in New England in athletics. This year, a group of the 
Aggies got together and submitted their plan to Phillip Barton, Pro­
fessor of Applied Farming. Mr. Barton presented the idea to the
University Athletic Council, and it was approved. Carl Lundholm,
the D irector of Athletics, then prepared a budget for the team, which 
was approved by the President. Joseph Beaudin, a graduate student 
who coached basketball formerly at Lincoln, N. H., H igh School, 
was appointed head coach by the Department of Physical Educa­
tion, and all that remained was to whip the team into shape.
The Field House court was assigned to the Applied Farmers 
Tuesday and Thursday evenings, follow ing freshman basketball prac­
tice. A  10-game schedule had been arranged, and as the first game 
with Sanborn Seminary was slated for the first week in December, 
Beaudin was faced with the task of sifting his 22-man turnout to 
the 15-man squad that he was permitted to keep. As it turned out, 
the first game was played after the team had had only one practice. 
The second game was also on the ragged side, as the Aggies, with 
only tw o more additional practices, played one of the best of New 
Hampshire’s Class B high school teams, Exeter. In this game they 
suffered their worst licking of the year. The team then found itself, 
and won its last six games.
Coach Beaudin feels that the lads did well this year, in lieu of 
the limited experience most of them had had. He is now faced with 
a rebuilding program, as four of the first five men will, graduate in 
May. Everett Henson, John M cVeeney, Alden Cousins, and Bob 
Bergerin have all played their last game for the Aggies. Ronnie 
Boucher, A ndy Benoit, and co-captains Dick H arvey and Dick Gil- 
(continued on page eight)
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THE NEWEST MEMBER OF THE G-E TRAINING FAMILY
A Program for Developing Manufacturing Leaders
At General Electric, with its 200,000 products, 
millions o f  dollars must be spent annually for ma­
terials alone . . . and more than 100,000 people in 119 
plants comprise its manufacturing organization.
WHAT M AN U FACTU RIN G  IS
Manufacturing comprises all the activities essential to 
translating engineering designs into finished products.
This means that there are satisfying, rewarding careers 
in manufacturing supervision and as technical specialists 
in such important areas as purchasing, manufacturing 
engineering, production, and wage rate work, and in the 
specialized functions within each one. These include tech­
nical specialties: value analysis, materials handling, opera­
tion planning and methods analysis, inventory control, and 
motion time study.
Men holding such jobs are finding them challenging 
because o f the skills, imagination, and understanding they 
require . . . are finding them rewarding in professional 
prestige and personal achievement.
AIMED A T THE NEED
T o  train men for such positions is the objective o f the
Manufacturing Training Program, newest member o f  the 
well-known group o f comprehensive Company-wide train­
ing programs— Test, Chemistry and Metallurgy, Physics, 
Business Training, and Advertising.
At the conclusion o f the Program, members fit into 
some phase o f  General Electric manufacturing, with their 
on-the-job progress being carefully followed to assure the 
most effective utilization o f their skills. Recently, our 
G-E manufacturing groups surveyed their future leader­
ship requirements. Within the next five years, their needs 
for new leaders in direct supervision alone will exceed 
1300 men!
OPPORTUNITY . . . AN D YOU
I f a career in manufacturing at General Electric interests 
you— and if you have a technical education or a general 
education with marked technical emphasis— talk with the 
General Electric representative when he visits your 
campus. Meanwhile, send for our booklet that describes 
G-E manufacturing and the program in detail. Please 
address your request to Dept. 283-23, General Electric 
Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
Boston's Frosh Lose Two; 
Face Harvard Freshmen Sat.
The freshman hockey squad dropped 
two games over the carnival weekend, 
9-4 to New Hampton on Friday, and
6-3 at Tilton on Saturday. However, 
the frosh squad skating was almost 
a completely new team, due to scholas­
tic difficulties and players moving up 
to the varsity to plug holes in Pepper 
Martin’s team.
Only one player remains on the 
squad that blanked New Hampton,
7-0, a month ago. Chief Boston asserts 
that his club may have lost on the 
scoring end of these games, but that 
they certainly didn’t “ lose face.” The 
team members played inspired hockey 
that was very gratifying, considering 
the circumstances of improper condi­
tioning and practice they worked 
under.
In the scoring department, Valicenti 
was the big gun in the game with New 
Hampton as he canned two goals. M c- 
Koan pumped in all three goals against 
Tilton School. The New Hampton 
affair was featured by seven penalties 
on the Nefv Hampshire side, while 
Tilton was penalized only once.
Officiallv, the frosh puckmen com ­
plete their schedule here in Durham 
against the Harvard freshmen on Sat­
urday, Feb. 23,
Cats Nip Rhody, 66-60; 
Maine Here Saturday
-  TRACKSTERS
The Program  includes assign m en ts in machine operation and production functions.
G E N E R A L  eUl  ELECTR IC
407-27M
(continued from page four) 
Meanwhile, the freshmen will meet 
the Bowdoin Junior Varsity at Bow- 
doin tomorrow.
TH E  FROSH SUMMARIES
45-yard high hurdles— W on by Dowling (E ) ,  
Dearborn (N H ) secon d ; K irste (N H ) third. Tim e 
6 . 1 .
40-yard dash— W on by  Cameron (N H ), Edgar (E ) ,  
second, Connolly (N H ), third. Tim e 4.8.
1000-yard run— W on by Crandall (N H ), Perkins 
(E ) second, Gray (E ) third. T im e 2:38.3.
300-yard run— W on by Peyton (E ) ,  Edgar (E ) ,  
Hutt (E ) ,  and Cameron (N H ), tied for second. 
Tim e 35.
600-yard run— W on by Storey (E ) ,  Cow ley (E ) ,  
second, Crandall (N H ), third. T im e 1:21.5 .
Shot put— W on by Cheek (E ) ,  Jones (E ) second, 
Smith (E ) third. Distance, 48.
High jum p— W on by Cheek ( E ) , and Reuter 
(N H ), tied for first. Spofford ( E ) , third. Height 
5’ 8” .
Pole  vault:—Smith (E ) ,  Jones (E ) ,  and Judge 
(E ) ,  tied for first. Height 10’ .
Broad jum p— W on by  Cheek (E ) ,  Spofford (E ) ,  
and Reuter (N H ), tied for second. Distance 20’ 2 ” .
Jim Poteet, freshman from Ham­
mond, Indiana, whose brilliant flooi 
work was a key factor in the Cat’s wir 
over Rhode Island.
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D A D  H E N D E R S O N ’S
D U R H A M
By Annabel Gove
(This is the first in a series of articles to acquaint the students with Dad 
Henderson and the Durham of his time, in preparation for the unveiling of 
the Dad Henderson Memorial Carillons on April 22, Ben Thompson Day.)
The Dad Henderson Memorial Fund drive has caused many 
an undergraduate student to ask “ W h o W as Dad Henderson.”  E very­
one on campus in previous years knew Oren V . Henderson as an 
enthusiastic and hard working man with a sincere interest in the 
welfare of the University. Fie came to the University in 1914 and 
served in the staff as business secretary and later as registrar. He 
retired in 1938, and served as registrar emeritus until his death in 
the summer of 1951.
In 1929 a student wrote of him that 
he was a worker not only physically but 
mentally — a deep thinker, logical and 
sensible in his views. If he didn’t under­
stand a situation he searched until he 
found the information wanted. Proof of 
his mental clearness and judgment was 
shown when his townspeople elected him 
as representative to the state legislature. 
The student knew him as a kind and 
understanding person, whose friendly 
spirit sparkled in his engaging smile, 
and who had a greeting for everyone he 
met.
Friendliness and Understanding
This friendliness made him helpful to 
those in need of suggestions, and what­
ever he offered in tne way help or im­
provement might be understood by the 
student as coming from someone who 
had thought the matter over carefully 
with an understanding of the needs of 
the student.
W e understand that it was the quali­
ties of understanding, thoughtfulness, and 
friendliness which earned Oren Hender­
son the nickname “Dad” . Early in Dad’s 
year here, a senior, captain of the foot­
ball team asked Mr. Henderson if he 
would mind being cabled “ Dad” . The 
boy said he was much like _ his own 
father, in the characteristic qualities men­
tioned. Mr. Henderson thanked him and 
said he would like the nickname. Soon 
the football team, and then most of ̂  the 
students, called him ‘Dad” . The nick­
name spread rapidly among his friends, 
who were legion, and in a very few years 
men all over New Hampshire, some of 
them older than he, knew him by that 
name.
Dad had a sincere interest in Durham 
and the student, and kept extensive scrap­
books of clippings and programs for the 
years he was here. He enjoyed his work 
and did much not required of him. For 
many years he sent Christmas letters to 
the students. One o f these showed his 
admiration for those who were working 
their way through college, undergoing 
hardships and privation in their efforts. 
He believed that one should enter col­
lege with a purpose, and that they should 
hold to that goal.
Short Stories
In his days here he wrote short stories 
of the things that happened, many of 
which still exist. One of the stories he 
used to love to tell was about the time 
the Boston and Maine Railroad stole its 
own fence. Until 1912 the single track 
ran right through the campus, cutting 
between Thompson Hall and Morrill, 
The grade and fill can still be seen 
across the ravine near Conant Hall, and 
beside the swimming pool. When the 
railway made plans for double tracking 
the line between Boston and Portland, 
it became necessary to get away from 
the campus, and the change-over in Dur­
ham swung past the western side of Nes­
mith, and connected with the old line 
near Madbury Station. Along the right- 
of-way across campus they erected a 
fence, and in order to get from Thompson 
Hall to Morrill, Nesmith and the green­
houses, one had to go around by Conant 
Hall or up Main Street. Boys hurrying 
to class often took a short cut, kicking 
down a panel of the fence rather than 
climbing over or crawling beneath it. 
As soon as the panel was down, section 
men would replace it.
This went on for some time, with a 
relay race of sorts between students and 
workers. One day the boys noticed an 
empty boxcar on the siding, and that eve­
ning they neatly tore down the annoying 
fence and stowed the sections in the box­
car, closing the door afterward. Early in 
the morning a freight en route to Boston 
picked up the “ empty”  car, and the fence 
travelled unseen to Boston. The right- 
of-way remained unfenced thereafter. 
The campus was cleared of ties and the 
college bought the land on which De- 
Meritt and the Faculty Club were later 
built. As business secretary in 1914, Dad 
drew the check for payment of $1000.
Liberal Arts' Dean Blewett 
Appointed To Nat'l Group
Edward York Blewett, Dean of the 
College of Liberal Arts at U N H , has 
been named a member of the Commit­
tee on Pre-Professional Education of 
the American Conference of Academic 
Deans.
The announcement was made by O.
H. Richard, Dean of the College of 
Liberal Arts at the University of W y o ­
ming, chairman of the conference. The 
committee is concerned with the 
national collegiate problems associated 
with pre-medical, pre-law and other 
pre-professional curricular matters. 
Other institutions represented on the 
committee are Pennsylvania State, 
Syracuse University, K nox College, 
Ohio State University and W ayne 
University.
Students Shudder 
A s Coed Invades 
Air Science Dept.
Once more the man’s world has been 
intruded upon. W om en are quickly 
reducing the barriers which keep them 
in their place, their homes and kit­
chens. The University of New Hamp­
shire last week witnessed the latest 
proof that the dignity of man is being 
hidden by the swish of skirts.
The woman in question is Miss Gail 
Gallagher, a freshman who in planning 
in majoring in secretarial work. It 
was announced last week by , the 
R O T C  Department that she has been 
enrolled in the Air Science classes.
It was also made known that there 
would be certain exceptions made in 
the usual procedure. According to Lt. 
Col. Robert B. Knox, Professor of 
Air Science, she will be exempt from 
weekly drill and will not be made to 
wear a uniform of any kind. She will, 
however, be awarded the full University 
credit for the course. Lt. Col. Knox 
also revealed that Mists Gallagher’s 
taking of the course will not lead to a 
commission upon graduation, if she 
completes the two years of basic and 
the two years of advanced.
Although the military department at 
the University was instituted in <1894, 
the records show that there has been 
no previous co-ed registered for it. 
This case is not unique, however, in 
the R O T C  as a whole. At the Univer­
sity of Georgia several co-eds have 
voluntarily taken the program in the 
hopes o f  improving their “ liberal edu­
cations.”
But this is not the end of the infor­
mation which has reached us about the 
female invasion. It has been recently 
revealed that a girl tried to enroll in 
p’hys ed 45, which is Football! Un­
fortunately, the football fan was re­
fused on the grounds that it was strict­
ly for those who plan to go into phys- 
ed teaching.
Letter to the Editor
Honest Criticism
T o the Editor: %
At this time I would like to make 
a few (what I believe to be) honest 
criticisms of your paper, especially of 
■the Feb. 7, 1952, issue.
In the first place a definite mistake 
was made in printing the time at which 
Dr. Stouffer was to speak about Social 
Relations Theories. Dr. Stouffer spoke 
at 7:30 p.m., not 8 p.m. t Because of 
this mistake several people, including 
myself, missed a good share o f his 
very interesting talk
Secondly, I noted several spelling 
mistakes, among them Tie use of 
“ dind’t ” for “ didnt” , “ cchecks” for 
“ checks” , and one or two others which 
I am unable to re-locate at the m o­
ment. In one way, these mistakes 
were amusing, due to the fact that 
Diave Cuniff made sport of t’hp Mask 
and Dagger’s misspelling of “ M illay” , 
the last name of Edna St. Vincent 
Milley. On the other hand it points 
out a fact that in printing it is very 
necessary to have any literature read 
over carefully by a good copywriter 
before sending it to press.
The final criticism is of the column 
“ Flick of the W ick .” For some time 
it has seemed to me that these criti­
cisms were a mere farce, as far as they 
tend to find more fault with the movie 
than appears necessary in a good criti­
cism. T o  my mind, a criticism should 
not merely be a narrow opinion— with 
a gag thrown in for laughs— but should 
rather be a survey o f the highlights of 
the movie with a few honest com ­
ments. It might also sincerely try to 
rate the movie according to class. 
Usually a person wants to see a movie 
for enjoyment, if it is the type of 
movie one can enjoy. He does not 
care about tearing it to shreds like a 
hungry lion to find its flaws! As the 
Christian Science Monitor has been 
known to be a severe critic at times, 
I am enclosing a copy of one of their 
criticisms. Perhaps it will be of ser­
vice to  you. There are many other 
good newspaper criticisms to which 
you might also regard as a sort of 
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Going, Going, Gone
by Barbara Dillon
Pinnings: Jack Pasqual, Sigma Beta, 
to Nancy Hill, Alpha Chi; Betty Clark, 
Sawyer, to  James Manninon, T K E , 
Dartmouth; Carol Jo Lyman, Theta 
U, to George Biatchelder, Lambda Chi; 
Sylvia Blanchard, Alpha Xi, to Jim 
Sevigny, A T O , Air Force; Joan Hut- 
cheon, Alpha Chi, to. Dick Kingsbury, 
SAE.
Goings On: Phi D U officers: Pres., 
Bob Carey; V. Pres., Pete Sickels; 
Sec., Bob Watsch; Treas., Larry Guay.
A G R  officers: Pres., Robert Bol­
ton; V. Pres., James Lefher; Sec., 
Bruce Barmby; Treas., Richard Prop­
er; Soc. chairmen, Bob Romanko, Bill 
Sweet.
Pledges Admitted in 
Scabbard and Blade
In a short but impressive ceremony 
Wednesday evening, 39 pledges became 
members of Scabbard and Blade, the 
national honorary military society. 
The new members were congratulated 
by President Chandler, Dean Blewitt, 
a former member o f Scabbard and 
Blade, and Major Forsyth, Scabbard 
and Blade’s advisor.
The new members are Louis New­
man, James Colombo, Stan Karpinski, 
Bill Manson, Bennie Bridges, Paul 
Morse, Robert Christy, Walter Keany, 
James Hodydon, Joe Waisberger, Ge­
orge Bent, Jack Kooistra, Robert Bol­
ton, Ken Spinney, Dick Pucci, Bob 
Jackson, Bob Gieb, Joe Whelton, Jack 
Chase, Bill Henderson, Bob Harring­
ton, Bob Farrar, Neil Herrick, Steve 
Perrochi, Frank Annaldo, Frank Ey- 
den.t, Dennis Kilroy, Bill Borden, Jere 
Lundbolm, Bob Salois, Ray Lindberg, 
Coil Bray, Francis Dutile, Sheldon A d­
ler, Pierre Boucher, Dick Dewing, 
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-  O N  THE SPOT
(continued from page three)
that the Queen even found out that she 
had selected this store for preference. 
It is said.
But when the seventeenth century 
came, and the grandson of the govern­
ment-favored man was running the mush­
rooming business, the crown toppled. The 
puritan government, of which the mer­
chants were ardent supporters, since the 
new regime would be sound and business­
like and cut taxes, could hardly be said 
to have favored royal preference. Hence 
a new advertising slant was used: a 
simple, sturdy, pure, straightforward 
sign, “ Vinegar.” Business boomed again. 
Ministers and doctors and educated men 
came from the vinegar dynasty. A  whole 
block in London was occupied by the 
store and its bookkeeping and storage 
facilities. A fleet of ships belonging to 
the company was slowly building up. 
New areas for vinegar production were 
being discovered in the colonies, and 
preparations were being made for war 
with a rival vinegar company, which 
happened to be in another country. Vine­
gar was the cry of the day, and the 
merchant family began to take on airs.
SOME OF TH E  OLD elegance re­
turned when the neo-classic era of the 
mid-eighteenth century set in. The fam­
ily got a minor title. The family bought 
an old country estate and a pack of fox­
hounds, which they didn’t known quite 
what to do with, but which bayed richly 
and traditionally anyhow. The news­
papers now carried the advertisement of 
the company, the same symbol which
adorned the executive offices of the out­
fit: “Fine Vinegar.” The lettering was 
precise and simple, and the offices had a 
decor of good taste, the watchword of 
the firm, which by now had become an 
English institution.
Unfortunately, the good taste disap­
peared in the firm’s advertising during 
the Victorian Era. By then, both the 
sign and the newspaper and magazine 
advertising were full, florid, cramped 
with heavy ink, curlicues, and bad de­
sign. The bombast was carried so far 
that, for the first time in the company’s 
progress, the owner’s name appeared: 
“James Sinclair and Son, Co., Ltd., Vine­
gar.”  And still the vinegar sold, despite 
the poor taste of the advertising and the 
equally poor taste of the vinegar, which 
now was being cut with water in order 
to allow more profit for the company. 
But even by this, progress was not im­
peded.
IN DEED, T H E  FIRM G R EW  to
be an international cartel by the twentieth 
century. Sales zoomed during both world 
wars, but, for fear of bombing, the main 
offices were moved to the United States, 
where all the advertising was written. 
A new trade-mark appeared which was 
guaranteed to sell, sell, sell vinegar! It 
was in the form of a cartoon. Hung on 
a cross, a tortured, writhing Christ was 
shown in his pain. Beaneath him with 
a wicked leer on his face, a Roman sold­
ier was handing up to the dying Jesus 
a dripping sponge of vinegar. Christ’s 
face was shown averted in agony, with 
the words strung from his mouth, “Take 
it away! Let this pass from me, Father! 
I ’ll have nothing but Sinclair’s !”
The Folsom-Salter House 
Restaurant
130 Court Street 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire
Banquets, Private Parties, etc.
Catering Facilities Avaiiable
Phone: Portsmouth 48
C ollege M e n
Earn $100 per month for part-time saleswork which is 
pleasant and dignified
N O  CANVASSING!
Reference leads backed by National Advertising 
Work will not interfere with studies.
Car or use of car necessary
Group Interview Held At 
Murkland Hall, Room 24 
Monday, 25th of February, 3 P.M.
J. Paul Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil 
Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test
POOR SHEEDY w a s  in th e  s o u p  with a  turtle named Myrtle.
" I ’m in a tortizzy,” he wailed, "what shell I do?” "W ell, 
it’s your messy hare that parts you from all the girls,” his 
roommate said. "Better get Wildroot Cream-Oil!” Non­
alcoholic. Contains s oothing Lanolin. Relieves dryness. Re­
moves loose, ugly dandruff. Helps you pass the Finger-Nail i-----
Test. Paul got Wildroot Cream-Oil and now he’s out turtle- 
necking all the time! So don’t stick your neck ou t...get  
some terrapin-money and hurry to the nearest drug or toilet 
goods counter for a bottle or tube of Wildroot Cream-Oil.
And ask for it on your hare at your favorite barber shop 
Then you’ll really be in the swim.
>jc of!3lSo. Harris HillRd., Williamsville, N. Y.
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which are beyond his ability and cap­
acity to  handle. The advisor should 
have enough interest in the student 
whereby he would channel these prob­
lems in the right direction.
There should be monthly meetings 
o f  the advisors in each department in 
order to exchange ideas and informa­
tion as well as experiences and tech­
niques on problems that confront them 
in their advisory capacity (if enough 
interest is shown on the part of the 
administration and faculty, a more 
comprehensive report can be filed on 
this subject).
b. House Directors
House directors should be selected 
with the idea in mind tljat they should 
actively participate in the advising and 
counseling of the students in the dor­
mitories. An age limit of 60 should 
be set for house mothers. Let me 
qualify this by saying that it would 
he good if house mothers could be 
retired at earlier age than the set 65 
(we are not running a home for the 
aged —  a house mothers job is' a 24- 
hour one). The house mother should 
have had previous experience in guid­
ance in order that she might counsel 
the students in the dormitory.
The attempt here is to obtain a 
house mother who can duplicate as 
closely as possible the student’s 
mother. W e want a house mother 
who can feel free to participate in and 
make suggestions on social behavior 
without giving the impression of im­
posing or trying to supervise; main-
African Sculpture
An exhibition of African sculptures 
opened this week in the Exhibition 
Gallery, of the Art Division, of Hamil­
ton Smith Library.
The exhibition, assembled from the 
permanent collection o f the Segy Gal­
lery, of New York, represents the out­
standing art-producing tribes of W est 
Africa whose sculptures functioned as 
an integral part o f magico-religious 
ceremonies.
taining the respect o f the boys and 
still being a pal.
As mentioned in the section on fac­
ulty advisors, there should be a con­
tinual training program for house 
mothers, also there should be an 
association of house mothers where 
problems and experiences can be dis­
cussed. This association of house 
mothers should be a working yet in­
formal organization.
H ow  about a house mothers’ day?
c. House Counselors —  still better 
known as proctors.
W e have arrived at the conclusion 
that the present proctor set-up is in­
adequate as such and couid stand a 
considerable amount of constructive 
revision.
After much debate and discussion, 
it was concluded that graduate stu­
dents would make the most suitable 
proctors. Just the offering of free 
room is enough to entice a graduate 
student to be a proctor.
Reasons for this suggestion:
1. A  graduate students has gone 
through the mill of education himself, 
yet possesses the proper moral, intel-
Slogan Contest
A  contest has been announced for 
a slogan to keynote the annual campus 
Chest drive, to be held March 16-25. 
The contest deadline is Feb. 26, with 
two tickets to the Faculty Frolics to 
be given as prizes. Those interested 
may contact Jane Selay at Scott Hall.
leotual, and social qualities which 
would tend to set an example for the 
undergraduate.
2. The respect students would have 
for an individual who has strong char­
acter is much more than that shown 
toward “ virile” qualities.
W e are attempting to stress here the 
need for the individual that would set 
the proper example and still have 
much in common with the student.
Summation of our advisory program.
This program is attempting to pro­
vide for the student, guidance which 
he may seek toward effecting a solu­
tion of his diversified problems regard­
less of the intensity or seriousness 
which they may possess.
The solution of this advisor prob­
lem is just one phase directed toward 
the unification of the student and the 
University and of the improvement in 
school spirit.
Further discussion and suggestions 
on this and allied topics o f present 
day campus problems can be compiled, 
if so desired. The improvement of stu­
dent and “ Administrative” relation­
ships with increased consideration of 
students’ ideas and suggestions.
Respectfully submitted, 
David Bleistift, L. A. ’52 
Peter J. Blanchard, T ech .’53
HOW MANY TIMES A DAY
M \- i [200?
IF YOU’RE AN AVERAGE SMOKER 
THE RIGHT ANSWER IS OVER 200!
Yes, 200 times every day 
youf nose and throat are 
exposed to irritation...  
200 GOOD REASONS W HY  
YOU'RE BETTER OFF SMOKING
P hilip M o r r is !
m g s
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PROVED definitely milder . .  . PROVED
definitely less irritating than any other 
leading brand . . . PROVED by outstanding 
nose and throat specialists.
E X T R A !  ATTENTION ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS
Every Sunday Evening over CBS
THE PHILIP MORRIS PLAYHOUSE
Presents an Outstanding College Student 
Featured with Famous Hollywood Stars 
in the PHILIP MORRIS Intercollegiate Acting Competition
IsPHILIP MORRIS
Prof-iles By Annabel Gove
Professor Menge Believes That 
Every Day Should Be Well Spent
This week’s “ professor-on-parade” is 
Mr. Carleton P. Menge, of the Education 
department. Mr. Menge, who came to 
the University in 1948, teaches courses 
in Educational Psychology, Educational 
Psychology of Adolescents, and Educa­
tional and Vocational Guidance. He is 
chairman of the Masters of Education 
Committee, and is faculty advisor to 
Kappa Alpha Pi, honorary educational 
society. Hhe received his Baohelor of 
Arts from Springfield College, where 
he studied physical education with pre- 
med courses; and received his Master’s 
degree from the University of Chicago 
in 1940. There he studied Educational 
and Administrative Psychology, and con­
tinued this work at Chicago after a tour 
of duty in the army, receiving his doc­
torate in 1948.
His army duty began in Sept., 1940, 
when he was drafted and served as a 
private in the tank corps. Later he was 
reassigned to the Medical Administrative 
Corps as a result of his college work in 
pre-med and educational psychology. He 
became a captain and was commanding 
officer of a Mental and Physical Recon­
ditioning unit, stationed at Fort Knox, 
Oklahoma. While in Oklahoma he met 
Betty Oright, and in July of 1946 they 
were married. They lived in Chicago 
for two years while Mr. Menge finished 
his studies. In 1947 he, as a member of 
a group, published a survey of Cook’s 
County, Illinois.
Mr. Menge has many and varied in­
terests, many of which are shared by 
his wife. In his office he has a number 
of lithographs and paintings, part of a 
collection which he begain'in the army. 
His collection of books and pipes also 
began to accumulate during the years he 
spent in the service. He likes reading, 
doing so for profit rather than for sheer 
enjoyment, and enjoys teaching perhaps 
the most. In his classes he often assigns 
novels and curent literature, rather than 
using a textbook, since he believes that 
they often are pertinent and valuable. 
He likes poetry and the classic writers 
as well as the current authors, and par­
ticularly likes the writing of Hans Kafk.
In the music field he says he is “ not 
a performer, but a listener” , and here, 
too, he likes variety. His record collec­
tion includes symphonic and jazz music, 
and some recordings of Marlene Dietrich 
in both German and English.
He and his wife have one son, Chris, 
born here a few years ago, and are ex­
pecting another child in July. They live 
on thfe Dover Road and at present they 
are busy restoring their home and re- 
finishing antique furniture, the latter
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PHONE CALL FROM 
A  STRANGER
Shelley Winters Gary Merrill
being another one of Mr. Menge’s hob­
bies. On the small “ farm”, they are 
raising some of their food, and Mr. 
Menge has a special interest in hybrid 
gladiolus.
Mr. Menge’s basic philosophy involves 
life, rather than wasteful reminiscence, 
an interest in the future possibilities of
Prof. Carleton P. Menge
looking ahead and making the most of 
each moment, and he believes that we 
shouldn’t waste time on every and any 
pleasure. He recommends extra-curricu­
lar activities for both students and fac­
ulty, and feels that these activities if 
shared by both student and professor 
will be more valuable to each. He also 
thinks that a better balance of week-end 
events would be desirable, as then both 
student and professor have free time.
Harvard Biologist to 
Lecture on Arctic
Nicholas Polunin, Research Fellow in 
the Gray Herbarium of Harvard Uni­
versity, will give an illustrated lecture, 
entitled “ Biologist in the Arctic, New 
Style” in James Hall, room 301, on Wed­
nesday, February 27, at 8 p.m. The sci­
entific explorer will be sponsored by Phi 
Sigma, the honorary biological society, 
and the Lectures and Conccerts Commit­
tee of the.University of New Hampshire.
Mr. Polunin was born in Oxfordshire, 
England, and has made scientific explora­
tions to Lapland, the White Sea, the 
Hudson Strait, the Corsican Mountains, 
the Alps, and the Eastern Arctic. He 
was a member of the Western Arctic 
Airborne Expedition which located the 
North Magnetic Pole in 1947.
From 1943 to 1947, he was editor of 
the International Industry in London; he 
is the author of Russian Waters, Arctic 
Unfolding, and The Isle of Auks. He is 
a member of the Explorers’ Club and the 
Canadian Field Naturalists’ Club.
Tau Beta Pi
Tau Beta Pi, 'honorary engineering 
society, announces that classes in slide 
rule , manipulation will begin Mon., 
Feb. 25. These classes are open to all 
interested students. The first class 
will b,e at 7 p.m. on the 25th and the 
course will run for six weeks. ’ 
These courses are an annual affair 
and were run by the Vector Society 
until taken over by Tau Beta Pi last 
year.
Outing Club Office
The Outing_ Club office, Room  201, 
Notch Hall, will be open from 7-9 p.m. 




M AN WITH A  CLOAK
Joseph Cotten Barbara Stanwyck 
Sah Feb. 23
SEA HORNET
Rod Cameron Adele M ara
Sun.-Mon. Feb. 24-25
PLACE IN THE SUN
Montgomery Clift Shelley Winters 
SECO ND  SH O W  -  8:50 
Tues.-Wed. Feb. 26-27
THE TITAN
Michael Angelo Paintings 
Fredric March —  Commentator 
SECO N D  SH O W  -  8:50
Thurs. Feb. 28
DARLING, HO W  COULD 
YOU
Joan Fontaine ' John Lund
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Bloodmobile to Visit 
Campus on March 14
Results of the visits of the blood- 
mobile which has come to the campus 
twice since September were announced 
by the Durham Red Cross head, Frank 
Heald. The bloodmobile is due in Dur­
ham again March 14 and possibly March 
13. Some facts about giving blood may 
be of aid in future donnorations.
Twenty-six students were rejected the 
first time the Bloodmobile visited Dur­
ham, and 141 pints were collected on that 
visit. The second visit netted 117 pints 
and only 14 were rejected as unable to 
donate. It is hoped that 200 donors may 
be enlisted for the coming visit in March.
The doctors in charge have stated that 
poor eating habits resulted in most of 
the reactions. Donors should avoid fatty 
foods for three hours before giving blood, 
and they should eat properly the day of 
donnating. During the last visit of the 
Bloodmobile on campus, one boy tried 
to donate when he had had only a cup of 
coffee all day; a reaction was unavoid­
able. Candy is given prospective donnors 
as stimulents before giving blood. One 
whole sorority was found to be low in 
blood count when the Bloodmobile was 
here last which serves to prove that the 
eating habits of the students are poor.
Giving blood is not injurous in itself, 
but if the donnor is in poor condition at 
the time of giving, reactions will be 
more violent. Prospective donors would 
find it much to their benefit to be prop­
erly prepared for giving blood.
University of Vienna 
Has Summer Session
The University of Vienna in Salz- 
kammergut, Austria, has announced it 
will hold a summer school session for 
American students. Tihe school will 
be held in a castle near the festival 
town of Salzburg and tours, excursions 
and trips will be offered summer stu­
dents in an effort to better inform them 
o f the life of modern Austria.
Courses in law and political science, 
liberal arts, and German literature and 
language will be taught in English. 
The inclusive cost for three weeks will 
be $100, and for six weeks, $185. This 
school is approved by the Veterans 
Administration.
Subscribe to The New Hampshire
Isachsen Talks 
About Norway
Dr. Fridtjov Isachsen, Professor of 
Geography at the University of Oslo, 
Oslo, Norway, was guest lecturer at 
Murkland Auditorium Tuesday night 
when he spoke on the subject, “Norway, 
How Can She Do It?” Dr. Isachsen, a 
noted geographer, is a member of several 
Norwegian government commissions, and 
also is Secretary of the Norwegian Geo­
graphical Society. His lecture pointed 
out the potentials of Norway and the 
present strides being taken to take ad­
vantage of the resources of the country. 
Slides and a colored movie, “Let’s Look 
At Norway,” accompanied the lecture. 
Sponsored by the department of geology 
and geography, Sigma Xi Graduate Sci­
ence Society, and the Lecture and Concert 
Committee, Dr. Isachsen was introduced 
by Dr. Chapman of the geology depart­
ment who spent time studying in Nor­
way.
Here for six months, Dr. Isachsen 
will spend the time traveling about this 
country lecturing about Norway. His 
headquarters are in Washington, D. C.
To students interested in the summer 
school sessions being held at the Uni­
versity of Oslo, Dr. Isachsen gave in­
formation about travel, luggage, and the 
customs of Norway. Many interesting 
aspects of Norwegian life and education 
were discussed by Dr. Isachsen and a 
group of students later in the week.
While on our campus, Dr. Isachsen 
spoke informally to classes in economics 
and government about the varying aspects 
of Norwegian life and government in con­
trast with ours.
-  STUDENT SENATE
(continued from page one)
is too small for public use. The swim­
ming pool and new reservoir are unsafe, 
the latter having been condemned for 
skating. It is impossible to clear the 
ice at the old reservoir, which is too far 
away. The committee now will look into 
the possibilities of erecting some sort of 
rink for public skating in future winters.
Other business acted on included the 
Constitutions Committee Amendment and 
the ASO Amendment, which were passed 
unanimously; and the election of David 
Bleistift ’52 and Betty Brown ’53 to the 
Campus Planning Committee. It was also 
stated that henceforth both the final ex­
aminations schedule and the time and 
room schedule for classes will be printed 
in the annual University Catalog.
-  CAT TALES
(continued from page five)
more were the big cogs on the squad, 
and were responsible for most of the 
scoring.
That the team had real spirit is proved 
by the fact that it came from behind in 
three of its games this winter in the last 
minute of play to win. For their efforts, 
those who had adequate playing time 
will receive four-inch NH letters, with 
the letters AFC, standing for the Ap­
plied Farming Course, sewin in between 
the chenilles.
The two-year agricultural students will 
probably not expand their athletic ac­
tivities to other fields, chiefly because of 
limited enrollment and the scholastic 
schedule. Football would be impractical 
with only 97 men from which to choose, 
and baseball is out because of the early 
spring graduation at the Applied Farming 
School. The basketball team will prob­
ably continue. Orchids to the Athletic 
Department, the Athletic Council, and 
all those who helped to make this sport­
ing desire a reality for the Applied Farm­
ers.
-  INTRAMURALS
(continued from page four)
Scores of Play-Off Games: Kappa
Sig, 37, PDU, 33; Theta Kap 50, Gibbs 
37. _
Finals: Consolation game, Gibbs 49, 
PD U  25. Championship, Theta Kap 
52, Kappa Sig 36.
Patronize Our Advertisers
-  BASKETBALL
(continued from page five)
the fore. The crowd spirit was tre­
mendous here and all through the 
game, despite the fact that not a single 
cheerleader was in sight.
Baird, Congleton, and Mitchell of 
the Rams continued to use the famous, 
fast break that coach Haire preaches, 
and each hit with accuracy to make 
the mounting score 28-24., New Hamp­
shire. Then Jimmy Poteet and George 
Ford hit on six successive foul shots, 
and the Cats pulled away. Poteet, 
Ford, and Pappas hit again from the 
line, and the scoreboard read, UNH  
40, Rhode Island 25. The half ended 
at 42-30, New Hampshire.
18 Point Lead
W ally Baird and Fred Congleton got 
things off in a hurry in the third 
period, as they made two quick bas­
kets. But then Parker,. Poteet, and 
Johnson took charge, and boosted the 
Cat’s lead to 18 points on good hoops, 
55-37. Stewart, Baird, and Congleton 
kept up the pace for the Rams, and 
when Johnny Parker bowed out on 
fouls, things looked doubtful. The 
Rams crept up, and the third period 
ended with the Halls stil out front, 
62-54. In the final period, New 
Hampshire took advantage of Rhody’s 
continuous fouling while pressing, and 
maintained control of the apple. Time 
finally ran out, and the Cats won, 66- 
60. It was their seventh win against 
an equal number of losses. Maine 
plays here Saturday afternoon at three 
o ’clock.
SUMMARIES




Pappas rf 3 3 9 Stewart lg 6 0 12
Ford If 5 9 19 Rosse lg 0 0 0
Bagonzi If 0 0 0 Kubiskey rg 1 3 5
Johnson c 4 3 11 H ole rg 1 2 4
Hale c 0 0 0 Congleton c 5 3 13
Parker rg 2 7 11 Coyle c 3 3 9
K elley rg 0 0 0 Baird lg 5 2 12
Poteet lg 7 2 16 M itchell If 0 1 1






Totals 21 24 66 Totals 23 14 60
Faculty Recital
There will be a faculty recital Wed­
nesday, March 12 at 8 p.m. in New 
Hampshire Hall. Required of all stu­
dents taking formal and applied music 
classes.
STUDENTS
Watches Cleaned and 
Repaired
The Easy W ay —  
Without Leaving Durham
See G. Sawyer, Printing, Hewitt Hall 
Agent for Gazda Jewelry 
All Work Guaranteed
A lw a y s  a sucker for attractive bait, our aquatic 
brother went off the deep end and got caught 
on the quick-trick cigarette hook! But he wormed 
his way out when he suddenly realized that 
cigarette mildness can’t be tossed off reel lightly.
Millions of smokers have found, too, there’s only 
one true test of cigarette mildness.
It’s the sensible test—the 30-Day Camel 
Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try 
Camels as your steady smoke on a day-after-day, 
pack-after-pack basis. No snap judgments!
Once you’ve tried Camels for 30 days in your 
“ T-Zone”  (T  for Throat, T  for Taste), 
you’ll see why. . .
After all the Mildness Tests...
